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abstract
Transition to a sustainable energy regime is one of the key global societal challenges for the coming
decades. Many technological innovations are in the pipeline, but an uncritical appraisal of anything and
everything called green innovation lacks methods for testing both the necessity and the sufficiency of
these developments. We propose to develop a philosophy of energy to fill this lacuna. Its task is to explore
and clarify the space in which the so-called energy transition is taking place. This article sketches the
fundaments of such a philosophy and suggests how it might be built upon the work of twentieth century
critics of the functioning of energy in society, including Mumford, Bataille, and Heidegger; but not without
empirical analysis of contemporary energy systems. Via the example of flux and potentiality – two
apparently opposing conceptions of energy – we propose that a philosophy of energy allows for a broader
perspective on specific problems in energy transition, and illuminates implicit and problematic
assumptions behind these problems.
Keywords ● Philosophy of energy. Energy transition. Sustainability. Renewable energy. Mumford.
Bataille. Heidegger.
Introduction
The functioning of Western society is currently vitally dependent on the combustion of
fossil fuels for energy. This energy is used for transportation, heating, the production
of food and consumption articles, and a myriad of other things. Two developments
threaten this dependence: anthropogenic climate change and the depletion of easily
accessible fossil fuel stocks. In recent years, these twin problems have sparked an enor-
mous array of innovations: from energy efficiency improvements to renewable elec-
tricity sources, and from biofuels to cycling infrastructure. These innovations do not
all represent solutions to the same problem, but are generally assumed to work to-
wards the common goal of a sustainable energy regime. Developments towards this
novel situation collectively make up an energy transition (cf. Kern & Smith, 2008).
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The fact that people are working on so many different solutions to so many dif-
ferent problems relating to energy transition typically gets positively perceived. With
our dependence on (fossil) energy so all-encompassing, relying on a single “silver bul-
let” technology would be both naïve and risky (cf. MacKay, 2009). Instead, it would
seem better to spread our chances and develop a range of technologies that cumula-
tively and sufficiently reduce our dependence on fossil fuels and also reduce CO2 emis-
sions. This line of reasoning has resulted in a situation in which “green” innovations
crop up everywhere: from new types of photovoltaic cells to airlines bragging about
running their ground vehicles on biofuels. However, an uncritical appraisal of any-
thing and everything called green innovation lacks methods for testing both the ne-
cessity and the sufficiency of these developments. We may currently outline two lines
of critique against green developments.
The first might be described as the “greenwashing police” – contesters of spe-
cific innovations, who critically assess the quality of the “green” claims made by devel-
opers. Are they actually true? Do they deal with the most pressing problems? In the
case of the airline ground vehicles for example, one could claim that the focus on re-
newable energy for ground vehicles serves only to deflect attention from the much larger
energy consumption of the airplanes that these companies operate. This strategy is
limited in scope: whilst raising questions on what we understand as proper green tech-
nologies, the approach does not prove appropriate to answering those questions. It
sticks to the hard facts, and works in the language of the technologists. This means that
although able to engage in actual debate with the developers of novel technologies, this
also means that the perspective sticks with the technologist framework: it will contest
a misleading representation of vehicle mileage but leave car culture as it is.
The second line of critique works through social science and emphasizes “soft”
impacts of energy technologies. Anthropological accounts, for example, describe how
electrification shapes life in remote villages, sociology and science and technology in
society (STS hereafter) scholars research how the location of wind farms is negotiated
among stakeholders, thereby pointing to novel dimensions to the energy transition
problem. This approach tends to focus on all that is left out of the technologist cost–
benefit analysis. Social scientists therefore use a language that is fundamentally dif-
ferent from that of technologists; this leads to technologists freezing up when societal
aspects of the implementation of their plans come into play. Claims such as “we just
provide the options, society decides which ones it will accept” are commonplace.
Similarly, social scientists refrain from taking a position on any technical issue: for
them, the whole exercise is one of social capital, actors and networks, and so forth. For
example, when talking about the development of wind farms in Wyoming, Strauss and
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Reeser (2013) remain silent on differences between coal mining and wind farming.
These technologies remain black-boxed in their analysis.
Neither of the problems with the two aforementioned lines of critique proves
serious as long as we have a clear image of the problem, and we assume independent
development of society and technology. However, in practice, this is hard to accept:
energy transition represents a messy project with a broad variety of goals and, within
STS research; that there is at least some kind of co-development of technology and
society no longer gets contested. Furthermore, in the case of energy this becomes
particularly obvious: industrial society with all its benefits would never have been
possible without ample and inexpensive energy sources (cf. Wrigley, 2010; Sieferle,
2010 [1982]).
From a theoretical standpoint, we might now suggest that the two current ap-
proaches to critiquing the energy transition project seem to leave a gap in their strate-
gies. If goals are not clear and there is a co-development of technology and society,
then there might be an area of critique running deeper than the mere critique of par-
ticular technologies, remaining closer to the intricate connections between technol-
ogy and society, and therefore more reflective than technological approaches and more
technical than current social science approaches. We believe this area belongs to the
philosophy of energy.
This claim immediately raises two questions: why philosophy, and why a specific
and new branch of philosophy? We hold that philosophy’s conceptual analysis, critical
reflection on argumentation, and its ability to raise the level of abstraction, provide
exactly the clarity that is currently lacking in the debate. In addition, by drawing from
a broad range of sources, more-or-less continental approaches to philosophy can in-
troduce new concepts and perspectives to the debate in order to open up the playing
field. This constitutes the kind of creative philosophy that we seek. Furthermore, the
specificities of energy and energy technologies are central to the current lack of clarity,
so any philosophical insight must be firmly grounded in a proper understanding of
energy. Without this, it will be impossible to create relevance for actual energy-related
problems, and to appeal to the engineers and policymakers who are shaping the energy
transition. This article represents an attempt to establish this field, locating it amongst
its theoretical neighbors and identifying its roots and ancestors. We compare and con-
trast the philosophy of energy to these fields, and defend the position that this indeed
entails a distinct niche that comes with its own specific perspective that is not, and
cannot be, adequately addressed by any other field. The article concludes with an ex-
ample of the kind of issue susceptible to better understanding via our approach.
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1 Philosophies of energy
This is not the first attempt at philosophizing about energy. Indeed, there are at least
three lines of thought to be found in history dealing to a greater or lesser extent with
aspects of energy:
(1) the inquiry into the natural phenomenon of energy;
(2) the critique of the functioning of energy in society;
(3) the philosophy of technology.
All three lines of thought contribute essential ingredients to a fully-fledged philoso-
phy of energy: the first two can be seen as attempts to develop philosophies of energy
in their own right, whereas the third guides us towards a more fruitful level of analysis
for issues relating to the current energy transition. In this section, we introduce the
first two of these lines, but would first emphasize that we take some liberties in our
reading of these thinkers in order to build upon them and, as we are specifically look-
ing for philosophies of energy, we do not approach these texts neutrally.
1.1 Inquiry into the natural phenomenon of energy
Inquiry into the natural phenomenon of energy stretches back to Heraclitus (c.535-
c.475 a.C.) and Aristotle (384-322 a.C.). Whereas the former allegedly argued that eve-
rything changes, the latter noticed that this was not exactly true: although change hap-
pens, a lot of things also stay the same. The energy historian R. Bruce Lindsay suggests
that, from Aristotle onwards, an unbroken line of inquiry into the concept of energy
can be drawn all the way to Einstein, with as common denominator the assumption
that “the root of the concept is the notion of invariance or constancy in the midst of
change” (Lindsay, 1971, p. 383). The domain of these inquiries steadily expanded from
mechanical questions on the functioning of levers and pulleys through to thermody-
namic phenomena such as combustion, electromagnetism, and the discovery of mass-
energy equivalence in the early twentieth century.
We do not need to reiterate this history in any detail here; what is important here
involves realizing the exceptional breadth of phenomena that are fruitfully connected
with the concept of energy. Over time, these insights have led to increasingly complex
technologies for converting one kind of energy into another. windmills convert the
linear movement of air into a rotating movement, steam engines convert chemical en-
ergy into a rotating movement via heat and pressure, solar panels convert the energy in
sunlight into electricity, and, in our homes, our appliances convert electricity back into
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movement, light, heat, and sound. Arguably, all our activities are understandable sim-
ply in terms of converting one kind of energy into another.
The universality of the energy concept does not merely extend to a number of
fields in science; it also provides a running thread in the production of other resources.
The scarcity of food, drinking water, minerals, transportation capacity, and all kinds of
produced goods are all to a greater or lesser extent bound up with the price or availabil-
ity of energy. There are ways to produce or access more of these goods, but this would
involve higher energy expenditure. This is why technologists get so excited when new
and apparently infinite energy sources are introduced. In the heyday of nuclear en-
ergy, Weinberg (1967), for example, suggested that desalination of sea water would make
arid areas all over the world productive, whilst nuclear-powered air traffic would make
flight accessible to all. We now know things developed otherwise, but the appeal and
importance of developments in energy remain as strong as ever.1
There is a specific understanding of energy underpinning all these developments:
a quantitative, abstract concept of “the ability to do work” that mutually interconnects
a broad range of physical phenomena. This is the first philosophy of energy that we
encounter, and most present-day natural scientists subscribe to some similar form of
understanding energy. Although the unification of physical phenomena via the con-
cept of energy has been exceptionally successful, conflicting conceptions of energy do
exist. These conceptions are also the result of inquiry into the natural phenomenon of
energy, but, rather than relating to the scientific, quantitative paradigm, they appeal to
qualitative approaches. As Hein van Dongen (2013) notes, the exploration of the natural
scientists obscures the non-exact phenomenon of “life energy”, related to the oriental
idea of qi: the immanent energy in social relations. This is what Stephanie Rupp (2013)
found when interviewed New York City citizens came up with phrases like “the energy
of the city”, and what Van Dongen noticed when a team of exhausted soccer players
could be re-energized by a sudden goal late in the game (cf. Van Dongen, 2013, p. 37).
Although on a biochemical level these experiences may share a unified physical theory
with a power plant, understanding them in these terms does not prove very helpful.
Thus, there would be great relevance in ascertaining whether an overarching
philosophy of energy would enable the reconnection of these two apparently disjoined
conceptions of energy. At the very least, the qualitative conception of life energy hints
at what the scientific understanding of energy could do for humanity: it reminds us of
the reasons why we are interested in harnessing energy in nature: to work towards
achieving our goals and expanding our abilities.
1 We now see a similar hype around bio fuels, whilst hovering in the background there is the expectation of nuclear
fusion as the unproblematic energy source in the distant future.
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The scientific understanding of energy has enabled society to plug into ever in-
creasing amounts of energy in various forms, but it fails to say much about the effects of
these developments on society. After all, the physical understanding is distinctly lab
based – only looking at the phenomenon of energy in isolation. We would note that it
understands energy as a purely natural phenomenon, external to the level of society’s
control over it. This leads to a static conception of energy over time: we might improve
our understanding of it, but energy itself remains the same no matter what we do with
it. Something similar holds for inquiries into life energy: they are silent on energy ex-
ternal to the body. However, while this is not problematic in itself, should we seek to
gauge what is changing in energy transition, a static understanding of energy falls short
of the mark.
As changes in energy practices became increasingly visible and influential in
industrial societies, in the late nineteenth century, an interest in energy emerged in
the area that can broadly be described as social critique. In the twentieth century, this
was picked up by a few great thinkers, and here we do find some ideas on how society
relates to energy, and how this relationship developed throughout history. The follow-
ing sub-section touches on three of these thinkers: Lewis Mumford, Georges Bataille,
and Martin Heidegger.
1.2 Critique of energy in society
In his groundbreaking book Technics and civilization, Lewis Mumford (2010 [1934])
places energy usage squarely in the middle of his analysis of society. From his perspec-
tive, there are four steps in the functioning of energy in society: conversion, produc-
tion, consumption, and creation. All energy we know originates from the sun,2 and
solar energy is converted into food and fuels via photosynthesis. “This seizure of en-
ergy is the original source of all our gains: on a purely energetic interpretation of the
process, all that happens after this is a dissipation of energy” (p. 375). Next to organic
conversion, Mumford mentions mechanical conversion: water-wheels, steam engines,
and so forth. These technologies opened up new sources of energy and allowed for “the
gigantic scale [the apparatus of production and transport] attained in the nineteenth
century” (p. 376). Production, then, involves the usage of converted energy to gather,
transport, and shape raw materials into products, which are subsequently consumed
by society. The final step – that of creation – is what everything really revolves around
for Mumford.
2 This was before nuclear energy and geo-thermal energy became well-known.
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Not until the economic process reaches the stage of creation – not until it sup-
plies the human animal with more energy than he needs to maintain his physical
existence, and not until still other energies are transformed into the more dura-
ble media of art and science and philosophy, of books, buildings and symbols –
is there anything that can be called, even within a limited span of time, a gain
(p. 376).
Simply sustaining society is not enough. The goal of all our efforts must be to
develop into something better, to create a lasting heritage of worthy cultural products
such as art and science. This leads Mumford to a critique of capitalism. According to
his position, the surplus energy that could be used for creation instead gets deployed
for re-investment to increase production, which leads to the overexpansion of pro-
duction facilities and correspondingly to efforts put into marketing and promotion in
order to be able to sell all these superfluously produced goods. The reason behind this,
as Mumford proposes: “there is no capitalist theory of non-profit-making enterprises
and non-consumable goods” (p. 377). The few bits of “creation” that do occur, do so
accidentally: there is no place for them within the system.
This disquiets Mumford, due to his belief that a society able to harness increas-
ing amounts of energy should also be able to devote an increasing share of this to the
things that actually matter.3 One does not have to share Mumford’s position on capi-
talism to appreciate his more general insight as to how the availability of more energy
does not automatically lead to either a better society or better lives lived within this
society. Mumford drives this point home as follows:
The real significance of the machine, socially speaking, does not consist either in
the multiplication of goods or the multiplication of wants, real or illusory. Its
significance lies in the gains of energy through increased conversion, through
efficient production, through balanced consumption, and through socialized
creation. The test of economic success does not, therefore, lie in the industrial
process alone, and it cannot be measured by the amount of horsepower converted
or by the amount commanded by an individual user: for the important factors
here are not quantities but ratios: ratios of mechanical effort to social and cul-
tural results. A society in which production and consumption completely can-
3 Smil (2008) contests this. He maintains that more energy production leads to greater carrying capacity, but at the
cost of a larger effort for its inhabitants: intensification of agriculture leads to declining energy return on energy
investment (EROEI). The upshot of this is that intensification is ultimately self-defeating: it leads to higher energy
levels, but less free energy (Smil, 2008, p. 148-9).
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celled out the gains of conversion – in which people worked to live and lived to
work – would remain socially inefficient, even if the entire population were con-
stantly employed, and adequately fed, clothed, and sheltered. The ultimate test
of an efficient industry is the ratio between productive means and the achieved
ends (Mumford, 2010 [1934], p. 378-9).
In Technics and civilizations, Mumford implicitly develops a philosophy of en-
ergy. He seems to subscribe to an instrumental position. Energy is a resource we can
consume however we please, but we are not currently doing so in the best way imagina-
ble. This position makes possible, and perhaps even requires, the additional develop-
ment of an ethics of energy: if it is essentially a neutral instrument, there are better
and worse ways of dealing with energy. It is clear that, for Mumford, the main target for
an ethics of energy is to steer as much as possible towards creation.
The creation stage is still notably absent in current debates on energy transition.
Implicitly it is assumed that whatever energy we can get hold of will be put to good use.
In a recent article, Carl Mitcham and Jessica Smith Rolston (2013) problematized this
assumption. They argue for an energy ethic that does not equate more energy with bet-
ter lives, by pointing to historical data that show little growth in quality of life in the US
in the second half of the twentieth century, even though energy consumption increased
significantly. Although Mitcham and Rolston do not go into it, their approach raises
questions regarding “good” energy consumption: is there really a ceiling to it? Is there
a maximum creation-to-conversion ratio? Are there different levels of energy con-
sumption at which we attain the same quality of life, by organizing society differently?
However, before plunging into such questions, we take a step back and move onto
the work of Georges Bataille, who contests the instrumental conception of energy pro-
posed by Mumford. In The accursed share, Bataille (1991 [1949]) suggests that our en-
ergy practices are not instrumental to satisfying our needs, but rather it is the other
way around; satisfying our needs is a way of dealing with the excessive emission of energy
by the sun. This reversal may strike the reader as far-fetched, but does contain some
insights, as well as a number of striking parallels between Bataille’s and Mumford’s
position and some statements in renewable energy projects.
Life, argues Bataille, has always been about abundance rather than scarcity. The
surplus of abundant solar energy makes life possible and, over the course of evolution,
life has found ways to consume increasing amounts of this energy. Every organism has,
after using energy for its sustenance, access to a certain surplus, which is used either
for growth or reproduction (which represents growth on the population level), leading
to an accumulation of biomass. However, this process cannot proceed indefinitely; at
some point, carrying capacity is reached, and it becomes impossible for a certain or-
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ganism to continue accumulating. “[T]his movement of growth runs up against limits
at every stage of life. It is continuously stopped and forced to wait for a change in the
conditions of life before resuming” (Bataille, 1991 [1949], p. 180). Two examples of
such changes in the conditions of life referred to by Bataille are the development of
trees (the tendency of plants to grow skywards to increase their photosynthetic sur-
face) and the emergence of carnivores. The former is a way of life to increase accumu-
lation potential, the latter is a means of burning off useless excess. Death is not strictly
necessary for life, as infinitely dividing bacteria prove, but it is a way for life to burn off
excess energy that cannot be used in a productive manner.
According to Bataille, the development of technologies by humanity must be
understood in this light.
And similarly, once domination of the available space is ensured at the expense
of animals, men have their wars and their thousand forms of useless consump-
tion. Mankind is at the same time – through industry, which uses energy for the
development of the forces of production – a manifold opening of the possibilities
of growth and an infinite capacity for wasteful consumption (Bataille, 1991 [1949],
p. 181).
Our growing energy production and consumption simply represent an exten-
sion of this natural tendency of life to look for ever increasing accumulation and niches
to fill, and to burn off the excess when accumulation is not possible. As the reference to
war in this quote suggests, this dynamic comes with a certain danger. The burn-off of
excess often happens in violent ways, and, with our increasing capabilities to accumu-
late large amounts of energy, the burn-off events display an increasing intensity. Wars
in the twentieth century were far more deadly and devastating than their predecessors
in earlier centuries.
This problem only gets exacerbated by the capitalist ethic, which, as we have al-
ready noted, always aims to re-invest any surplus available, rather than expending it
on lavish consumption. This has created a society with relatively few pressure valves in
place for shedding accumulated excesses. As Bataille maintains that it is only a matter
of time before our accumulative practices reach their limits, he believes we can only
ever be heading towards another and even more violent war. Only understanding an
economy from the general perspective of the cosmos – rather than that of particular
players in that economy – can render this problem visible.
Rather than understanding energy as a resource to help society advance, Bataille
perceives society as the result of an energy surplus, and a surplus that is explosive and
impossible to fully control. Whereas Mumford believes that we might deploy energy in
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better or worse ways to improve our lives, Bataille suggests that the ways in which
we deal with energy might not only be simply unproductive, but downright destructive.
If his analysis holds any merit, this considerably increases the stakes for a philosophy
of energy.
In addition to the significance of energy practices at the global level, Bataille de-
tails the implications of his perspective for individuals.
The beings that we are are not given once and for all; they appear designed for an
increase of their energy resources. They generally make this increase, beyond
mere subsistence, their goal and their reason for being. But with this subordina-
tion to increase, the being in question loses its autonomy; it subordinates itself
to what it will be in the future, owing to the increase of its resources. In reality,
the increase should be situated in relation to the moment in which it will resolve
into a pure expenditure. But this is precisely the difficult transition. In fact, it
goes against consciousness in the sense that the latter tries to grasp some object
of acquisition, something, not the nothing of pure expenditure. It is a question of
arriving at the moment when consciousness will cease to be a consciousness of
something; in other words, of becoming conscious of the decisive meaning of an
instance in which increase (the acquisition of something) will resolve into expendi-
ture; and this will be precisely self-consciousness, that is, a consciousness that
henceforth has nothing at its object. (Bataille, 1991 [1949], p. 190).
Bataille here suggests that while efforts towards increasing our energy utiliza-
tion capacities come naturally, concluding that we should therefore embrace this ten-
dency would be a naturalistic fallacy. Instead, Bataille argues that we should attempt to
embrace ourselves as we currently are, with the energy-using capabilities we currently
have, and focus on the ways and means of burning off the excesses now available to us.
It is precisely in useless expenditure that we find our true selves.
One might conclude that Bataille’s sketch of the history of energy consumption
bears little resemblance with the present situation. After all, we are not currently try-
ing to expand the energy base of society but rather trying to rid ourselves of the fossil
fuel-based portion of it, and thereby shrinking it. Our problem is not that we do not
know how to expend uselessly, but that we need to find less polluting resources to do
so. When Bataille wrote The accursed share, the finitude of fossil fuels did not seem to
be on his radar, let alone the effects of their combustion on the Earth’s climate. Argu-
ably, moving away from fossil fuels serves to extend the time before society reaches any
limitations as to its capacity for accumulation.
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In Bataille’s peak, Alan Stoekl (2007) suggests that we should not disregard Bataille
so quickly. Even though Bataille did not foresee the current energy crisis, his perspec-
tive remains valuable to elucidate why neither proceeding on the path of ruthless fossil
fuel exploitation nor the green perspective of sober frugality provide proper answers
to the current situation. The former leads to a problematic build-up of explosive po-
tential that will sooner or later become destructive; the latter does not do justice to our
nature (aiming for growth) or our Bataille stipulated potential (aiming for self-con-
sciousness through useless expenditure).
Meanwhile, spokespersons for green technology appeal neither to paths of ruth-
less fossil fuel exploitation nor to sober frugality. Instead, they tend to sketch Bataillean
visions of abundance: “the Earth receives more energy from the Sun each hour than
humans use in a year”, implying that we simply need to better harness this energy and
thereby avoid any such thing as an energy crisis. Bataille’s paragraph on the perspec-
tive of the individual cited above appears to hold direct relevance to such bold state-
ments. Why exactly would our lives become better should we command an even greater
amount of energy?
Both Mumford and Bataille develop critiques against the energy practices of their
day agreeing on how energy is not guided towards its proper purpose while disagreeing
sharply on just what would constitute that proper usage. Mumford would like to see
long-lasting cultural projects (art, architecture) developed and Bataille would like us
to simply embrace the burn-off of surplus energy that makes our existence possible.
Any attempt at applying the available energy to alternative ends would fail to appreci-
ate the dynamic in which we currently find ourselves.
One other twentieth-century thinker needs addressing in this context. In a quote
above, Bataille appeals to our existence as individuals with access to a certain amount
of energy. This represents a rather specific perspective on just what forms the human
existence, with a similar perspective playing a key role in the writing of Martin
Heidegger, for whom human existence changed radically with the advent of modern
technology. Heidegger argues that, in modern times, the only way of understanding
the world and ourselves is as a “standing-reserve” that is ready to be put to use. Stored
energy proves the purest form of this standing-reserve.
Heidegger reaches this insight in his essay “The question concerning technology”
(1977 [1954]), in which he searches for the essence of technology. This essence can be
found, he holds, in the way that that which is comes into being. In ancient Greece, the
process of coming into being was called poiesis, a bringing-forth. This concept served
both for that which emerged of its own accord (like a flower) and whatever had a spe-
cific creator (a poem, or a tool). Bringing-forth thus represented a particular form of
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“unconcealing” that which was previously concealed, one in which Aristotle’s four
causes have play. The general process of shifting from concealed to unconcealed was
called revealing, from aletheia, veritas in Latin, and now usually translated as truth.
The word technology comes from techne, which is a form of bringing-forth and
therefore a way of revealing, and is correspondingly located in the realm of truth. Tech-
nology thus reaches beyond a simple means we use to become a fundamental way
through which the world emerges before us. One should therefore be able to recognize
the four causes in the things that have been brought-forth by technology. However,
Heidegger holds that it is impossible to distinguish these causes in the case of modern
technology, because technology uses a different form of revealing than bringing-forth.
What is modern technology? It too is a revealing. Only when we allow our atten-
tion to rest on this fundamental characteristic does that which is new in modern
technology show itself to us (…). The revealing that rules in modern technology
is a challenging [Herausfordern], which puts to nature the unreasonable demand
that it supply energy that can be extracted and stored as such (Heidegger, 1977
[1954], p. 14).
The tendency of modern technology to store and extract energy on demand features here
as a crucial moment in history. It is the central characteristic of a new way of revealing.
Whatever is ordered about in this way has its own standing. We call it the stand-
ing-reserve [Bestand]. The word expresses here something more, and something
more essential, than mere “stock”. The name “standing-reserve” assumes the
rank of an inclusive rubric. It designates nothing less than the way in which eve-
rything presences that is wrought upon by the challenging revealing. Whatever
stands by in the sense of standing-reserve no longer stands over against us as an
object (Heidegger, 1977 [1954], p. 17).
From this moment onwards, we cannot but understand a forest as a place that
produces wood, a river as hydropower potential, a mountain as a container for ore, and
a natural area “as an object on call for inspection by a tour group ordered there by the
vacation industry” (p. 16). The very way the world presents itself to us has been changed
by this new way of revealing, which Heidegger proceeds to call enframing [Ge-stell].
But how does humanity relate to this enframing? Because modern technology
remains a human invention, one might assume we control it or can at least remain
outside of its scope, but this does not prove the case. Although we might have put it in
place, we have no control over the way of revealing.
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Enframing is the gathering together that belongs to that setting-upon which sets
upon man and puts him in position to reveal the real, in the mode of ordering, as
standing-reserve. As the one who is challenged forth in this way, man stands
within the essential realm of enframing (Heidegger, 1977 [1954], p. 24).
This makes enframing not simply a new form of revealing, but the only form of it
available to us while simultaneously threatening to strip us of our humanity as we learn
to see one another and ourselves as standing-reserves rather than subjects as well
(terms like human resource management spring to mind). Modern technology therefore
poses the ultimate danger. The way out and forward into a new form of revealing is
unclear, but Heidegger suggests the answer might be found in poetry, which was one
and the same as technology to the Greeks: techne.
There is no coincidence behind Heidegger introducing his gloomy vision of
modern technology through recourse to energy technologies. As mentioned above,
energy is an exceptionally powerful concept for connecting and equating a variety of
forms of potential with each other with this potential serving numerous ends. Energy
is indeed the perfect standing-reserve. From this perspective, one must conclude that
our efforts to move from one energy system to another are hardly significant: these
simply represent different ways in which enframing reveals the world to us. Energy, to
Heidegger, is no mere means, but also not akin to Bataille’s cause of life. Instead, it
proves the form through which modern times reveal the world.
We make no claim to be exhaustive as regards these three positions, but merely
demonstrate the kinds of perspective that is available once one moves beyond purely
utilitarian technological debates. Furthermore, we believe these three thinkers col-
lectively sketch a rudimentary philosophy of energy.4
What exactly is the value of these perspectives to our project? There are numer-
ous problematic aspects to all of them, and any assessment of their factual correctness
(should this prove at all possible) remains beyond the scope of this article. Instead of
questioning the correctness of their examples or their historical analyses, we suggest
approaching these works as attempts to signify the functioning of energy in society,
and therefore, either implicitly or explicitly, sketching a philosophy of energy. In these
attempts, we encounter a number of insights with previously hidden aspects of energy
practices uncovered or highlighted. How the spectrum of energy technologies avail-
able to us expands and might be understood as the extension of evolutionary phenom-
ena, how we increasingly understand everything in terms of stackable resources in our
energy-rich society, and so forth.
4 One particular omission we would like to mention is Ivan Illich, who problematizes expanding energy use in rela-
tion to equity in society (cf. Illich, 1974). We hope to return to Illich in later work.
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Beyond these insights however, the differences between these approaches raise
more fundamental questions. In the first place, at just what level should we under-
stand the relationship between energy and society? Does this relationship change over
time and, if so, does the current energy transition entail such a shift?
The inquiry into the natural phenomenon of energy and the critique of energy in
society both point to the universal applicability of the concept. Whether from a
dammed-up river or a coal bed, energy, its usability, and its functioning in society are
understood as one and the same. As seen, this viewpoint leads to insights into energy
in general, but it is not very helpful when we look into the dynamics of the current
energy transition: if it is all the same, why would new technologies result in a new situ-
ation? By focusing on the shared qualities of energy technologies, and talking about
the distilled effects of energy in general, these perspectives fail to be sensitive to the
peculiarities of specific energy technologies and practices. If our aim is to develop a
philosophy of energy that does justice to its complicated workings in our society, as
suggested above, we must move away from the general and towards the particular.
This does not mean to say that the general perspective holds no value; rather, we
must instead find ways to relate these general insights to distinct practices: to what
extent are these practices understood through a general understanding of energy, and
to what extent do they distinguish themselves from one another?
2 An empirical turn
A similar problem was recognized in the philosophy of technology in the late twentieth
century. Novel technologies like cellular telephones, microbially produced insulin, and
communication satellites changed people’s lives in very distinct ways, but the classical
approaches of Mumford and Heidegger, among others, with their critique of “Tech-
nology” with a capital “T”, proved of no meaningful assistance. As Verbeek sums it up:
During recent decades, philosophy of technology has increasingly paid attention
to the impact of technological artifacts on the lifeworld of human beings (…).
As opposed to classical approaches, which were mainly focused on understand-
ing the conditions of “Technology” taken as a monolithic phenomenon, the phi-
losophy of technology has started to approach technology in terms of the actual
material objects that help to shape human actions and experiences (2011, p. 6).
This shift has now been understood as an empirical turn in the philosophy of
technology (cf. Brey, 2010). From grand critiques on technology in general, attention
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has shifted towards the ways in which particular technologies – say, pre-natal ultra-
sound or Skype – lead to new moral problems, or new conceptions of proximity.
This focus on artifacts has proved very useful in providing clarification and guid-
ance in an increasingly complicated technological lifeworld. However, in relation to
energy technologies, this approach proves less insightful. One reason, as one of us has
argued elsewhere (cf. Geerts, 2012), stems from the way the energy aspects of our daily
practices tend to get hidden from sight by the artifacts we adopt and use. The computer
on which this article has been written is powered by a vast network of natural gas pro-
duction sites, pipelines, power plants, wind turbines, power lines, load management
control rooms, and so forth; but one does not need to know or think about any of this to
operate the computer. Precisely because users are not constantly reminded of this com-
plexity, they are able to focus on the task at hand. A philosophical focus on artifacts
serves to teach us how little of modern energy practices comes to the surface of daily
life, but it is not helpful to get a better perspective on energy technologies.
If artifacts do not constitute the appropriate level of analysis for a philosophy of
energy, then just what is? We propose a systems perspective because only at the sys-
temic level can we fruitfully distinguish between different energy practices. Take, for
example, two systems for domestic electricity consumption: the standard (inter)na-
tional grid, and an off-the-grid solar/battery system. The former is convenient for the
user, optimized for efficiency, and opaque, whereas the latter is more cumbersome,
possibly less energy efficient, and more transparent. If we simply assume a fixed en-
ergy requirement for consumers, the national grid would probably provide the better
tool for the job. If, however, we entertain the possibility that these different systems
induce different practices, different attitudes towards energy consumption, then the
off-the-grid system might be preferable to a national grid in some aspects: it might
induce a conscious reduction in consumption, or a rhythm of consumption more closely
following the rhythm of the day and the seasons. Furthermore, connecting to the criti-
cal perspectives above, a less efficient or more transparent energy system might en-
able us to look beyond standing-reserves or infinite re-investment.
We are neither making any claim here that this is actually the case, nor taking
any position on whether our energy future lies in national or micro grids. To make
such claims, a more thorough analysis of these systems and people’s attitudes towards
them would be necessary. We are merely suggesting that the system level is the appro-
priate level for performing such analyses. Artifacts obviously play a role in these sys-
tems, but by looking at them individually and specifically, we miss the fact they can
function differently in different systems. A solar panel can be used both locally (off the
grid) and in a large-scale system, but this leads to different practices: off the grid, its
power will need to be stored somehow in order to use it when the sun goes down; but,
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within the larger grid, solar panels can be used to a certain degree to decrease the day-
time peak load of traditional power plants. Simultaneously, any higher level of analy-
sis, of energy in general, for example, would miss out on the nuances and particulari-
ties of specific technologies.
The example above highlights three dimensions to energy systems: convenience,
efficiency, and transparency. Many further dimensions can be envisaged: geographic
size and shape, load-balancing abilities over time and space, cost per unit of energy,
user-reparability, reliance on finite resources, pollution, and so forth. Some dimen-
sions are likely to prove more salient than others. It is the task of a philosophy of en-
ergy to compare and contrast different energy systems along those dimensions that
allow for the most insightful perspectives.
The focus on systems in this philosophy of energy renders it unmistakably a spe-
cific incarnation of a philosophy of technology. Attention goes towards the kind of en-
ergy that occupies our technologies, as well as the technologies making this possible.
Technologies here must be understood in the broad sense: not simply artifacts, but
also societal organizations, “energy culture” and, most centrally, the systems combin-
ing all of these factors. How would such an approach work in practice? What kind of
insights could it offer? In the final section, we briefly introduce one dimension to en-
ergy systems that we would claim generates valuable insights into energy transition
developments: the dimension of flux and potentiality.
3 Flux and potentiality
We have thus far described how a philosophy of energy might help tackle issues in en-
ergy transition via conceptual analysis, critical reflection on argumentation, and rais-
ing the level of abstraction, while also broadening the playing field by drawing from a
range of sources. Although it is difficult to illustrate all these claims within a single
example, especially when there is little space to convey its subtleties and nuances, this
section aims at taking some preliminary steps in that direction. It problematizes the
concept of energy neutrality as the ultimate target for energy transition by emphasiz-
ing the importance of temporality in our energy systems.
To introduce this example, we return to the work of Heidegger. In the introduc-
tion to Heidegger’s work on energy above, we saw that “the revealing that rules in mod-
ern technology is a challenging [Herausfordern], putting to nature the unreasonable
demand that it supply energy that can be extracted and stored as such” (Heidegger,
1977 [1954], p. 14). The fact that energy is understood as something storable proves
essential here. Energy is here patiently waiting; this represents what we propose call-
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ing potentiality, something static that can be put to use at the flick of a switch. It is, for
example, the stock of coal next to a power plant, or the reservoir created by a hydro-
power dam.
Heidegger notes how this is a new phenomenon; it is the merit of modern tech-
nology to have access to energy in the form of potentiality: “[b]ut does this not hold
true for the old windmill as well? No. Its sails do indeed turn in the wind; they are left
entirely to the wind’s blowing. But the windmill does not unlock energy from the air
currents in order to store it” (p. 14).5 Energy as conveyed in the example of the tradi-
tional windmill, we propose calling flux. This is energy that cannot be extracted and
stored as such; thus something elusive, uncontrollable, and flowing.
The crucial difference between flux and potentiality therefore revolves around
whether or not humanity controls it. Both a waterwheel placed in a river, and a hydro-
power dam blocking that river, make use of the potential energy of water flowing to a
lower point. However, whereas the waterwheel can only influence the amount of en-
ergy taken out of the stream – the river flows whether or not there is a waterwheel placed
in it –, the dam enables humanity to let the river flow only when we want to use its
energy. In both cases, the river provides flux; but only in the latter case does the river
turn into a provider of potentiality. The upshot of this form of control is an increased
independence from temporal fluctuations in the energy source: a dam can store water
for the dry season whereas the waterwheel becomes useless just as soon as the river
stops flowing.
This distinction does not hold only for the primary energy source stage, but rather
for every stage in an energy system. Take, for example, an electricity network fed by a
coal-fired power plant. The stack of coal next to the power plant is a potentiality, a stand-
ing-reserve of chemical energy awaiting combustion in the power plant. When this
finally occurs, it becomes flux: first in the form of heat, then as steam pressure, tur-
bine rotation, and electric power. Some forms of flux can be stored and converted into
a potentiality again: pressure stored in pressure vessels, electricity in batteries. At every
stage in the process, energy is either stored (potentiality) or flowing (flux), but never
both. Although flux within the power plant is initiated by human acting, we do not control
the flow as such. A certain drop in turbine pressure results in a flow of gas, regardless
of whether we are interested in this flow. In order to keep these flows stable and con-
stant, great effort is put into managing pressure drops in the steam cycle and voltage
5 The suggestion that energy as potentiality emerged with modern technology is historically problematic. Peat, stacks
of fire wood, and other forms of stored energy (i.e. potentiality) date back much longer, whereas recent technologies
like photovoltaic cells and wave power stations must be understood in terms of energy as flux. Additionally, with
Mumford, one can say that, although a windmill does not capture energy to store it as such, it does store it as pro-
duced flour, ready for consumption by society.
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levels in the electricity network: at every moment in time, the energy input has to match
the energy output.
Armed with the twin concepts of flux and potentiality, we turn to the practice of
green electricity. This is a product offered by power companies, enabling consumers
to purchase electricity produced by wind turbines, photovoltaic cells, hydropower dams,
or biomass combustion. Switching from grey to green power is as easy as ticking a box
or making a single phone call to the utility company. Because green electricity is not
(or hardly) more expensive than traditional electricity and there appear to be no fur-
ther drawbacks, it seems to be a pain-free solution to becoming part of the solution
rather than part of the problem.
How might it be that changing the very source of one’s electricity does not seem
to involve any physical change but just a simple administrative procedure? This hap-
pens because the actual service the utility company provides does not change. It simply
continues powering our houses, but now promises to generate as much renewable en-
ergy annually as it sells to consumers who have opted for green power. There is no guar-
antee that the actual electricity one uses is generated renewably; as it is still produced
by a continually changing combination of sources to the grid. This scheme allows for
the delivery of “green power” even when renewable sources are temporarily unavail-
able (say, on a windless night), as long as this is made up for at another point in time.
The implicit assumption here is that all electricity is generated equally. It does
not matter exactly when or where a kWh is produced, as its function in the network is
not related to its source. Electricity is treated as potentiality: stored energy directed to
wherever and whenever needed. The electricity meter in our home patiently accumu-
lates our consumption until periodically getting read and we pay the bill. Although elec-
tricity in the network actually is flux, because it needs to be in balance at all times and
cannot be stored as such, this misconception might be fine as long as its ultimate source
is an easily controlled form of potentiality: measuring electricity as just a proxy for the
amount of fossil fuels being burnt to make it.6 However, when fluctuating sources be-
come significant, this becomes problematic. Presently, German renewable electricity
is already dumped on neighboring markets on sunny, windy days, because there is no
place for it in the national network (cf. Postma, 2012). As we do not control the avail-
ability of solar and wind power, there are periods of surplus as well as periods of short-
age. Approaching electricity solely as potentiality becomes untenable.
6 This approach is not limited to our treatment of electricity. More generally, the concept of energy neutrality reflects
the same focus on potentiality: something is energy neutral when, over its lifetime, it produces as much energy as it
consumes. Within, for example, green architecture, it appears to be the pinnacle of developments (cf. Meijer et al.,
2011).
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How can society approach electricity as potentiality rather than as flux? We sug-
gest that there are two core reasons. First, the fossil fuels around which our electricity
systems are designed are indeed near-perfect forms of energy understood as potenti-
ality. Although there are examples when the flow of fuel stocks (potentiality) was in-
terrupted, leading to temporary energy “famines”, the flux component of the global
fossil energy system has been relatively unproblematic in the last century or so. Sec-
ond, the flux-related issues that did occur were always dealt with through technologi-
cal innovation, hidden away from consumers. In the 1920s, pumped-storage
hydropower facilities were already being used to aid coal-fired power plants provide
power during peak hours and correspondingly absorbing excess energy when the load
on the network was low (cf. Hughes, 1993). Current efforts towards, for example, auto-
matically load-balancing smart grids (cf. Clastres, 2011), or the envisioning of electric
cars as distributed storage opportunities (cf. Kempton & Tomiæ, 2005), continue to
distance flux-related energy problems from a broader audience.
For a number of reasons, we do believe that this purely technological approach
to dealing with flux in our energy systems becomes problematic. First, and most fun-
damentally, we would note that the very nature of our primary energy sources is sup-
posed to be changing through energy transition. Whereas fossil fuels function very suc-
cessfully as potentiality, wind and solar power are forms of flux, fluctuating with
daylight, weather patterns, and seasons. Should these sources become the basis of our
energy system, load balancing needs to happen on a much larger scale than we cur-
rently achieve. That we are already touching on the boundaries becomes clear in the
example of the German dumping of excess renewable energy on neighboring markets,
and, for example, when technologists assume significant flexibility on the demand side
of the energy system when calculating the feasibility of large-scale renewable energy
systems (cf. Lund & Mathiesen, 2009).
This assumed flexibility on the demand side hints at the second problem we raise:
this suggests that technological solutions can go a long way, but still need some help
from consumers. However, because these consumers have been largely cut off from
any appreciation of flux in the energy system, requesting they play their part is no trivial
issue. They must first be made aware of this dimension before in any way being ex-
pected to act on it. After all, for the consumer, electricity emerges as if a form of poten-
tiality; only when we plug in our appliances does the electricity meter star clocking up
consumption. Meanwhile, the proposed technological solutions do little to change this
– smart grids act behind their users’ backs and give only the impression that fancy
software on its own solves the problem.
Finally, the technologist pleas for consumer cooperation also suggests that the
actual problem might be solved via different solutions. The issue is not necessarily a
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technical problem of load balancing within the network; rather, it is a question of the
compatibility between energy usage by society and the sources and the system provid-
ing this energy. The two sides of this system co-evolved to their present situation, and
trying to change the production side to accommodate renewable sources while leaving
consumption as it is may not just prove extremely difficult, but may also be a solution
for a misconceived problem. Another form of energy supply, perhaps one more sensi-
tive to daily and seasonal rhythms, will induce different energy consumption prac-
tices. The task for engineers and policymakers is not necessarily to fit renewable sources
into the current energy system, but rather to come up with a system that is both sus-
tainable and caters to human needs.
At this point, we have begun questioning the exact nature of the energy transition
that was briefly and uncritically introduced at the very beginning of this article. It has
become clear that the transition cannot be merely a change of energy inputs, as those
inputs have helped shape current energy practices. Which aspects of these practices do
we deem most valuable? Only after gaining a better understanding of its functioning
can we embark on a properly informed redesign of our energy system. More funda-
mental questions emerge: can ever-expanding energy consumption be sustainable?
To what extent is current consumption merely a result of the structure of energy supply
rather than the fulfillment of human needs or wants? What exactly are these human
needs for which the energy system should provide? As already noted in the works of
Mumford, Bataille, and Heidegger, these questions have no easy answer, but it is equally
obvious that they need considering should energy transition prove able to provide us
with energy for generations to come.
Conclusion
In this article, we argue in favor of establishing a philosophy of energy to deal with
developments in what is known broadly as the energy transition. A philosophy of en-
ergy would be able to explore and clarify the space in which the so-called energy tran-
sition is taking place. It can be built upon the work of twentieth century critics of the
functioning of energy in society such as Mumford, Bataille, and Heidegger, but not
without an empirical turn towards actual energy systems.
We suggest this philosophy of energy would help in tackling issues inherent in
energy transition via conceptual analysis, critical reflection on argumentation, and
raising the level of abstraction, whilst simultaneously broadening the playing field by
drawing on a range of sources. Let us briefly reflect on the treatment of our example in
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section 3 to illustrate these claims. From one of the twentieth century critics of energy
in society, we developed two conceptions of energy that allow us to gain insights into
the transition in electricity systems. The formerly unproblematic misconception of
electricity as potentiality becomes an issue when intermittent renewable sources be-
come more significant in the energy mix. The contrast that the two opposite concep-
tions provides also shines light on the logic underlying the solutions proposed: as long
as users perceive electricity as potentiality, they cannot be expected to change their
behavior in order to cope with flux. These are fundamental problems in the current
debate that emerge through philosophical analysis. Finally, this approach enables a
somewhat wider perspective on the actual problem: what is it that the electricity sys-
tem is supposed to do anyway?
The example of flux and potentiality demonstrates how a brief philosophical ex-
ploration of a rather specific issue to energy transition quickly leads onto fundamental
questions regarding the functioning of energy in society. Simply dismissing this result
as a case of philosophers problematizing everything would be too easy. These weightier
issues were already there but either ignored or answered specifically and implicitly in
the current debates and proposed solutions. A philosophy of energy does not compli-
cate the problems needing to be addressed on the path to a renewable energy regime;
rather, such a philosophy provides clarifying concepts for tackling some issues while
shedding light on problems hitherto hidden as well as the most appropriate paths to
the solutions. It is high time to start fleshing it out.
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